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ABSTRACT
In this paper we identify a number of prevailing epistemological inconsistencies in qualitative leadership research and suggest some emendations. We first analyze current research practices in the
leadership field. We note that few qualitative studies are conducted and that many such so-called
qualitative studies adhere wholly or partly to a positivist paradigm. We evoke possible rationales for
this, i.e. we uncover mechanisms by which the positivist paradigm maintains its dominant position.
Subsequently we propose an alternative research paradigm, social constructionism, and purport
why this paradigm may be particularly suited to leadership research. By means of two practical personal research experiences we provide the reader with concrete examples of social constructionist
leadership research and of what issues, barriers and satisfactions researchers might face during
such a research journey. We conclude with some pragmatic ideas as to how scholars could be introduced to constructionist epistemologies and encouraged to apply interpretative research stances to
leadership themes more often.

INTRODUCTION

S

cholars have been exploring the nature of leadership in management and organizational studies for over a
century. For many decades researchers from management and organizational fields, but also from a variety of other disciplines, have approached the subject statically, i.e. regarding types or traits of leaders (e.g.
Bass, 1990; Burns, 1978; Weber, 1947) and/or the impact they achieve by their leadership (e.g. Carlyle, Goldberg,
Brattin, & Engel, 1993; Nietzsche, 1967). Later, leadership was increasingly studied dynamically, i.e. regarding the
behavior of leaders vis-à-vis their followers (e.g. Bass, 1990; Machiavelli, 1610) and situatively, i.e. including the
context in which leadership takes place (e.g. Herzberg, Mausmer, & Snyderman, 1959; Maslow, 1954; Mayo, 192427). A large body of research is also concerned with the identification of models, tools, techniques and methods (e.g.
Blake & Mouton, 1964; Blanchard & Johnson, 2000; Covey, 1990; Covey, Merrill, & Merrill, 1994; Hersey & Blanchard, 1969; Kanter, 1989; Lawler, 1987; Peters, 1992) to improve leadership efficiency and effectiveness and/or to
seek answers about what „good‟ leadership is and how to perform it. All these efforts have advanced our understanding of leadership – and yet substantial and essential knowledge gaps remain. So much so, that in the early 80s Cummings (1981) refers to leadership studies as a „major disappointment‟. Meindl et al (Meindl, Ehrlich, & Dukerich,
1985) regret that “…after years of trying, we have been unable to generate an understanding of leadership”. More recently, Clark sums up leadership research by admitting bluntly that “…no best measures to differentiate leaders from
managers, or leaders from followers, or to identify those who will some day be leaders” could be identified (Clark &
Clark, 1994). Despite early awareness, great interest, important practical relevance and sustained scholarly effort, our
knowledge of leadership has not advanced much: neither do we seem to improve our understanding on what leadership is, nor do the proposed models, theories and tools provide practitioners with useful suggestions on how to cope
with leadership issues (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2003; Bryman, 2004; Fendt, 2005).
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We believe that part of the difficulty we continue to have in understanding leadership may stem from the fact
that the field is still largely dominated by quantitative studies. Leadership issues are mostly approached from a positivist epistemological stance that views leadership, as a “…reality „out there‟, as an „object‟ separate from the scientist
who observes [it]…” (Dachler, 1988, p. 262). Moreover, an overview of recent leadership studies (Bryman, 2004)
yields that while scholars increasingly adopt – or claim to adopt – alternative approaches to the traditional large-scale,
self-administered questionnaire, most of these studies still turn out to be essentially rooted in a positivist epistemology
and thus quantitative in nature. That is, even when clearly qualitative methods and tools (such as ethnography,
grounded theory or open interviews) are purported, they are often applied and/or analyzed following a distinctly positivist logic. We argue that this is partly due to the fact that the quantitative paradigm is commonly considered to be
„scientific‟ and „good‟ – often exclusively so – while prejudice against other paradigms prevails. We highlight some
mechanisms that we have found to inhibit researchers to work in more interpretive paradigms and we present an alternative research paradigm that encourages the adoption of a qualitative approach. To substantiate our argumentation
we share with the reader two recent leadership projects based on a distinctly qualitative epistemology. We describe the
research methods applied and the analyses performed and we evoke some critical research issues, such as quality criteria and representativeness. In the final section of the paper we summarize the most common questions concerning
qualitative leadership researchi and provide our suggestions on how to deal with them. We close by making a number
of pragmatic recommendations on how some of the identified barriers to work in a more interpretive paradigm could
be overcome and how qualitative research could become more established in the broader scientific community.
Let us now start by looking at today‟s practice of leadership research and its inherent problems of pretense, pride, and
prejudice.
LEADERSHIP RESEARCH TODAY
An overview of the current application of research methods in management studies, specifically in leadership
research (e.g. Bryman, 2004) yields that most empirical research in the leadership field today is overtly or vicariously
quantitative in nature. Three examples:
Interview forms: The self-administered large-scale questionnaire is still the instrument of choice (Bryman,
2004). Many studies claim to part from a interpretivist theoretical perspective but subsequently analyze their
(so-called) qualitative interviews following a realist, quantitative approach (King, 2004).
Ethnography: Van Maanen (1988), a profiled interpretive scholar, offers researchers a seminal body of research on ethnographic inquiry, a methodology which explicitly “…seeks to uncover meanings and perceptions on the part of the people participating in the research…” (Crotty, 1998, p. 7). Van Maanen finds it necessary to propose a choice of three ethnographic narrative forms, namely the realist, the impressionist and
the confessional tale, of which the realist form is clearly epistemologically objectivist.
Grounded Theory Method (GTM): In the same vein, another affirmed interpretive research method, namely
GTM sends mixed messages to researchers. On the one hand, the method is introduced by its founders as a
creative and heuristic way of dealing with qualitative data and they promise to: “…keep the discussion openminded, to stimulate rather than thinking about the topic” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, pp. 8-9) and, later, call the
method “both a science and an art”, explaining that the proposed “procedures were designed not to be followed dogmatically but rather to be used creatively and flexibly by researchers as they deem appropriate”
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 14). On the other hand, the same proponents impose on researchers a draconian
regime of objectification, coding and fracturing on the rich data gathered through observation and narrative
interviews, with the purpose to “…free the researcher from description…” (Strauss, 1987, p. 55).
These non-exhaustive examples suggests that not only in the everyday application, but even in the original
teaching material that is provided by the creators and followers of certain interpretive methodologies, the adoption of
a qualitative research approach does not necessarily imply an alternative epistemological position. In line with Crotty
(1998) we grant that quantification is not necessarily ruled out in non-positivist research, nor is all objectivist research
necessarily devoid of qualitative contributions, without this being a problem. But, with Crotty still, we see it as problematic when the underlying theoretical perspective, the paradigm on which the research endeavor rests, is at once objectivist and subjectivist:
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“On the face of it, to say that there is objective meaning and, in the same breath, to say that there is no objective
meaning certainly does appear contradictory. To be sure (…) we are invited today to embrace „fuzzy logic‟ rather
than the logic we have known in the past with its principle of contradiction. (…) We will need to be consistently objectivist or consistently constructionist” (1998, p. 15, emphasis by the authors).
In line with Kirk and Miller (1986, p. 11) and with Silverman (2001, p. 219) we argue that issues of reliability and validity are important as the objectivity and credibility of social research is at stake. And even though as we
produce descriptions of a social world, such descriptions are bound to a particular perspective and context and therefore representations of reality rather than reproductions, such representations can be described in such a way as to
permit some kind of empirical verification (see e.g. Peräkylä, 2004 for an excellent account of methods of empirical
verification in research based on naturally occurring social interaction). Our criticism thus does not address the claim
for rigor in interpretivism (as in all serious research for that matter), but addresses research that may bear in it certain
contradictions of positivism and interpretivism at the same time, i. e. certain epistemological inconsistencies. We provide some examples and argue our case under the terms „pretense, pride and prejudice‟:
„pretense‟ refers to the fact that although many research projects claim (pretend) to follow a qualitative (interpretivist) theoretical stance, the methods that are chosen and the way in which they are utilized is often in
a positivist way, i.e. the choice and application of research tools and methods, as well as the data analysis
processes, often follow an objectivist logic (usually Likert scales and linear regression)
„pride‟ refers to the fact that some pioneering qualitative methods of the 60s (e.g. GTM and ethnographic inquiry) have still not entirely emancipated themselves from their époque vocabulary and from certain positivist, objectivizing tools. We argue that they risk, by that, to undermine the very constructionist potential they
(wish to) bring to the research arena
„prejudice‟ refers to the tenaciously prevailing notion that interpretive research is „not scientific‟ and that only the quantitative paradigm is „scientific‟ and „good‟.
Again, our case is not meant to be fundamentalist and in the debate on whether qualitative and quantitative
methods can be and should be conjointly applied in one and the same research project, we do not à priori take an absolutist stance. There may be instances where an antecedent quantitative research loop may help to better define a research area which is then researched interpretively. We simply argue that researchers should „walk the talk‟, i. e.
clearly announce their epistemology and describe their approach and then pursue it, unflinchingly. Mixed messages,
as outlined above, can be problematic because they confirm the prejudice that qualitative research is „not serious
science‟, reinforce the (conscious or unconscious) pretense of doing qualitative research when in fact it is not and thus
prevent scholars from using such methods to their full potential. It may also simply confuse young scholars on the
lookout for optimal research methods and deter them from trying an interpretative method.
Perhaps by lacking self-confidence and wanting to go beyond interpretation of narratives to offer more than
sound ideography (the very legitimacy of hermeneutics, see Gadamer, 1972) scholars risk to subject the narrative to an
“unhermeneutical approach to hermeneutics” (Sherman, 1988, p. 395) as data is „neutralized‟ or „objectivized‟ in
„realist‟ forms of interviews or ethnography, or pushed through a set of fractioning and objectifying procedures that
are supposed to transform it into some kind of objective theory. These neutralizing procedures seem to be an attempt
to duplicate the neutral controls in natural sciences in the hope that they would yield the same objectivity. But procedural objectivity does not yield ontological objectivity because “consensus achieved through procedural objectivity
provides no purchase on reality. It merely demonstrates that people can agree” (Eisner, 1993, p. 53). It is true that such
claims of researcher disinterestedness and objectivity are occasionally criticized and some profiled scholars encourage
researchers to be: “…active agents and not „passive recipients of larger social forces‟” (Charmaz, 2006). Fish (1994)
calls it “zany” to pretend that anyone can “in some way step back from, rise above, get to the side of your beliefs and
convictions”, i.e. be – or want to be for that matter – neutral. And for Charmaz and Mitchell (1996) the “myth of silent authorship is false but reassuring” and, as we may add, “reassuring but false”. Some scholars do go as far as developing more solidly qualitative variants of extant research methods. Charmaz, for example, proposes a new form of
Grounded Theory Method, which she labels “constructivist GTM” (2000; , 2006). This can be seen as a first attempt
in overcoming the prevalent pride in the GTM field. But voices like Charmaz‟ are not yet dominant in the management research arena and the mixed messages still prevent young leadership researchers from applying interpretivist re51
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search stances.
WHY IS THE POSITIVIST PARADIGM SO PERSISTENT?
To overcome the stated problems and to promote the adoption of interpretative paradigms one should probably begin by seeking to understand the mechanisms by which the positivist logic may maintain its dominant position.
“This way the limits that previously maintained the status quo can be (re-)constructed” (Dachler & Hosking, 1995, p.
9). To achieve this, we refer to the sociology of knowledge according to Berger and Luckmann (1966). In their seminal work, the two authors delineate the social construction of reality from a „sociology of knowledge‟ perspective. They
argue that externalization, objectivation and internalization are the three dialectic processes of social reality. “Potentially shared ways of thinking about the world („knowledge‟) become externalized when they take the form of social
practices or artefacts. These then become „objects‟ (objectivation) for a social group, and acquire a sense of pregivenness. They then become part of the thinking of individual members of the social group (internalization), and of
new members as they are born into it” (Burr, 2003, p. 202). A further aspect is the legitimation, i.e. the way in which
the social world is explained and justified (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). By these processes the socially constructed
reality becomes a seemingly „objective‟ respectively „hard‟ reality to the individual and the collectivity. In such subjectivist logic, this „reality‟ is, however, like all understanding, scientific or non-scientific alike, nothing but a human
product. What is considered to be „good science‟ is a social construction that has received the status of an objectivity,
the underlying logic of which is no longer questioned since we take the status for granted. Some mechanism that help
to maintain the positivistic paradigm in its dominant position and that render acceptance of interpretive research difficult could thus include availability and publishing issues It seems necessary to make the pervading assumptions explicit and a topic of discussion: “This way the limits that previously maintained the status quo can be (re-)constructed”
(Dachler & Hosking, 1995, p. 9).
In addition to the traditional, philosophical in-fights about what is „true science‟ and who has the key to the
holy grail of meaning making, Cassell and Symon (2004) identify some more pragmatic, practical problems. For research to become part of the universal body of knowledge it needs to get published. And, more pragmatically, for researchers to progress in their professional career, their work needs to get published. Only if and when a critical mass
of exciting and meaningful qualitative research is available, can scholars who wish to make a lasting contribution to
the body of science make informed epistemological and methodical choices. So, availability and publishing mechanisms may also play a role in the tenacious conservation of the reproduction of positivist dominance: The mechanisms
therefore include:
the problem of getting qualitative research past epistemological gatekeepers (journal editors and reviewers,
conference committees)
the existing pressure to justify research methods according to inappropriate (normative) criteria
the fact that researchers are given little exposure to alternatives. For example, PhD students are most often
trained in positivist research methods
To this list of mechanisms by Cassell and Symon (2004, p. 3), we would like to add:
the mixed epistemological messages between positivist and interpretivist that reign in the qualitative research
methods literature and practice (see our arguments above).
In summary, we argue that through the described mechanisms, i.e. through processes of ongoing reproduction, certain specific assumptions – in this case the assumption that research must be quantitatively measurable in order to be good – receive the status of objectivity. These assumptions are difficult to change because of their internalization. They are also hard to upturn because established social constructions are tenacious, since they are “presumed
to serve someone‟s interests, usually those of the powerful” (Patton, 2002, p. 101).
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AN ALTERNATIVE PARADIGM: SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONISM
So far, the paper has outlined current research practices in the leadership field and tried to understand why
the positivist paradigm is so solid. It is no secret to the reader by now that the authors regret this solidity of the positivist paradigm, as far as leadership research is concerned. For many types of leadership research questions, the usefulness of the dominant practice in which a standardized questionnaire is mailed to potential respondents who are
asked to fill it out by indicating their response on Likert scales is questionable to us. The standardized answer categories produced are likely to reproduce commonly agreed upon leadership understandings (e.g. Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2003) and thus, at best, reveal nothing „new‟ and, at worst, cement possibly comforting but probably false
commonplaces on leadership dos and don‟ts. Such statistical results are also quite distant from real life experiences
(Silverman, 2004) and issues leaders face every day and cannot possibly do credit to the ever-changing and highly relevant leadership context in which the reported behaviors and actions take place. So much so, that often the quantitative approach reveals little about how leadership is actually seen and practiced.
As a consequence, we argue for an alternative epistemological viewpoint, namely that of social constructionism. The focus of leadership research under this paradigm is on the “what”, “why” and “how” of the relationship between humans and society. A theoretical and/or practical point of view is therefore recommended that advocates the
study of direct experience taken at face value; one which sees behavior as determined by the phenomena of experience
rather than by external, objective reality (Cohen & Manion, 1989). A constructionistii stance (Crotty, 1998; Gergen,
1994; Ryle, 1949), in which, according to Clarkson, “people cannot be understood outside of the context of their ongoing relationships with other people or separate from their interconnectedness with the world” (Clarkson, 1989),
lends itself well to such exercises. Easterby-Smith et al recommend the use of constructionism, rather than positivism,
in research where:
the observer is part of what is being observed (and not independent)
human interests are of relevance
explanations aim to increase the general understanding of the situation (rather than to demonstrate causality)
the research progresses not through hypotheses and deductions but by gathering rich data from which ideas
are sought
units of analysis are not reduced to simplest terms but may include the complexity of the „whole‟ situation
generalization is sought through theoretical abstraction, and not statistical probability (Easterby-Smith,
Thorpe, & Lowe, 2002, p. 30).
Contrary to the entitative perspective, which puts the focus on the individual, the constructionist perspective
focuses on relationships (Burr, 2003)iii. Whatever we perceive as real (“real-ize”) exists through communication and
interaction between humans. This is especially interesting in relation to humans in leadership situations, where leaders
and followers form an entity, in a particular context at a particular moment and need to develop - through interaction a common understanding, shared values, a discourse of their own and entity-inherent standards best suited to achieve
the entrepreneurial objective at hand. In this sense, these entities of leader, led and context create their realities: local
ontologies are shapediv. Constructionism takes a critical stance towards taken for granted knowledge that is often mistaken for being the „truth‟. According to Watzlawick (Watzlawick, 1995, 1997; Watzlawick & Kreuzer, 2000), the
recognition of absolute truth is not possible since such absolute truth does not exist. However, academic work can still
be performed because the notion of absolute truth is not decisive. In line with the above purported arguments of Easterby-Smith et al., a social constructionist approach (e.g. Burr, 2003; Gergen, 1994) is appropriate when behavioral
phenomena are the focus of interest, i.e. when people, groups, systems and their interrelation in a variety of contexts
are observed and analyzed. The focus of such leadership research lies in the relational perspective of social systems
and not in the individual. This approach is in contrast with some traditional and populist, personalist approaches,
which attribute management success or failure and similar social phenomena primarily to the individual (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2003; Rüegg-Stürm & Gritsch, 2001). Recent systems theory (Luhmann, 1994) builds on constructionism,
second-order cyberneticsv and the theory of autopoietic systemsvi. It understands systems as structured flows of communication, i.e. as chains of events (Peterson, 1988). The organization as a system of events has an order, which manifests itself by routines and material and immaterial structures (discourses). Relevant from a systems-theoretical perspective is how such a system is observed, how observation is performed within it, how reality and knowledge are
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created. Observation is interpretation and, by that, construction of reality. Through the lens of existing material and
immaterial structures, as well as in the respective context, the observed is interpreted. Social constructionism implies
that social phenomena – like, for example, leadership – are socially constructed in and through peoples‟ interaction,
rather than representing objective facts that are „naturally given‟. Therefore, the optimal focus is not on examining
leadership traits and attributes but on how people interact in situations typified as „leadership‟ and what kind of relationships and leadership realities they construct and, possibly, to what effect (Dachler & Hosking, 1995).
To illustrate what such research on leadership could look like, we share with the reader two recent research
projects that were carried out under a social constructionist paradigm. The first case study is concerned with the meaning of leadership in the German speaking-part of Switzerland (Endrissat, Müller & Meissner, 2005). The second case
study observes how CEOs cope with multiple demands in post-merger situations (Fendt, 2005). Each case study outlines the research process and addresses specific research-relevant issues such as validity or neutrality.
CASE 1: LEADERSHIP RESEARCH IN SWITZERLAND
Viewing leadership from a social constructionist perspective implies that no single objective and true definition of leadership exists. Instead, the leadership understanding differs depending upon the specific societal, cultural,
and historical context. In this first case, we further assume that the mutually created leadership reality is influenced by
the individuals‟ implicit leadership understanding as well as self-conceptions that are contingent upon the individuals‟
experiences and socialization processes. We argue that the implicit understanding of leadership provides the respective actor with a basic framework of appropriate and expected leader and follower behavior: it defines, gives meaning
to, and directs the interaction process. The self-conceptions and implicit leadership understandings act as „hidden
agendas‟ and instruct the individual actor „from backstage‟ with respect to, for example, what it means to be leading
or being led, how it should be performed, and how „good‟ leadership as well as „leadership success‟ are defined (see
also Lord & Maher, 1991).
In order to understand what leadership means to practitioners, a research method is required that provides
access to the individuals‟ self-conceptions and implicit leadership theories. The research instrument needs to capture
how leadership is thought, made, and experienced.
The Research Method: Narrative Interviews
To get access to the self-images and implicit leadership theories we conducted narrative interviews (e.g.
Czarniawska, 2004). The method is claimed to yield stories and experiences that reveal the understanding and meaning of the narrator‟s every-day-life reality. By emphasizing and repeating specific aspects and by interpreting certain
events, the narrator‟s perspective, his or her frames of reference and implicit understanding concerning leadership become available. We assume that even though the narrated stories refer to past experiences, they disclose the narrator‟s
current understanding of leadership because the descriptions are influenced by the narrator‟s currently active frames.
Czarniawska (2004, p. 49) adds that what people present in narrative interviews “is but the results of their perception,
their interpretation of the world, which is of extreme value to the researcher because one may assume that it is the
same perception that informs their actions”. While the interviewee narrates, the interviewer takes on an „active listener‟ position and closely follows what is being said. In order to get close to the subjective understanding the respective
interviewee holds, possible questions should always be open and not suggest any categories or concepts.
We started each interview by inviting the interviewee to tell us about their first experience with leadership. The question we applied was as follows:
„Mr./Ms. …, we know you are currently in a management position. We would like to ask you to think back and
tell us about your first experience with leadership. What happened, what did it mean to you, how did you experience it?‟
All interviews were conducted in a comfortable surrounding, usually the interviewee‟s office or home. The
interviews varied between 1.5 – 2 hours, all were recorded and subsequently transcribed.
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Sample
It is important to stress that we did not aim at representativeness but instead strove for generalizability in the
sense of revealing the „typical‟. To achieve this, our sampling strategy was one of maximum variation (heterogeneity).
Patton (2002, p. 234) puts forward that “this strategy of purposeful sampling aims at capturing and describing the central themes that cut across a great deal of variation”. The logic is that “any common patterns that emerge from great
variation are of particular interest and value in capturing the core experiences and central, shared dimensions of a setting or phenomenon”(Patton, 2002, p. 235). In other words, if we grasp as much variety as possible in our sample but
are nevertheless able to identify commonalities among all these individual variations, we can conclude that we have
found something that is central to our research topic. As a consequence, we have conducted twenty-six interviews
with leaders who represent male as well as female managers, different hierarchical levels, and different age categories.
They work in various organizational settings and hence provided a great variety of different perspectives.
Data Analysis
The overall aim of the analysis was to understand the meaning of leadership from the narrator‟s point of
view (Bryman, 1984, p. 77; Bryman, Bresnen, Beardsworth, & Keil, 1988, p. 61; similarly Smircich, 1983, p. 166). To
reduce the influence of our own frames of reference and to increase the validity of the interpretation, the data analysis
involved several steps.
In a first step, we interpreted the interview scripts individually. We were trying to see through the eyes of the
interviewees and asked ourselves: „What topic is the narrator addressing in this episode?‟ „What does the narrator
want to tell me here?‟ „What is his or her message?‟ The aim of the analysis was neither to summarize what the narrator was saying nor to categorize and count the statements. We also abstained from focusing on the personality of the
narrator, i.e. we did not „psychologize‟ by referring to traits, causes or dynamics of the person. This resulted in a list
of approximately 6 to 12 topics. A topic is an issue that is repeatedly (at least three times) addressed throughout the interview and can therefore be seen as characterizing one of the cornerstones of the interviewee‟s leadership understanding. In a second step we met in our research group and compared our individual interpretations. The aim was to control as much as possible for the intrusion of our own concepts into the interpretation of the empirical material. This
second step can be seen as a „communicative validation‟, i.e. the evaluation of the interpretation in a dialogue, as suggested by Kvale (1995). After having identified the topics of one interview, the research group tried to get the „whole
picture‟, that is, we tried to relate the different topics within one interview to each other. To support this process we
applied the „cognitive mapping‟ technique (McDonald, Daniels, & Harris, 2004). A cognitive map is generally a pictorial representation of the data. Since our data deals with the understanding of leadership we call the maps „leadership
landscapes‟. A further step to enhance the interpretation‟s validity was to obtain the interviewee‟s reaction to our reconstruction of his or her leadership understanding. For this, we sent the transcribed interview together with the interpretation of topics back and asked for their opinion concerning the plausibility of the interpretation.The interview
analysis further involved the aggregation of the individual leadership understandings to a collective one. To achieve
this, we screened the material for „commonalities‟ that were evident among the variations. That is, among the twentysix interpretations we looked for similarities and recurring topics. At the end of the data analysis we had (re)constructed twenty-six individual leadership understandings as well as one „overall‟ Swiss leadership understanding
(which was validated in a final workshop with the interviewees).
The results reflect the socially constructed leadership phenomenon in its cultural and societal context. They
help to identify prominent dilemmas and topics that managers are dealing with every day. Yet, our results do not depict an „ideal‟ form of leadership nor do they imply that all topics are equally important to all managers. Instead, they
help to mirror the implicit leadership understanding that the practitioners hold and that determine to a considerable
part their interaction with others. By making the implicit explicit the managers can reflect on their leadership realities
and the costs and benefits that are associated with it. They might be able to obtain a new perspective on the possibilities of relating and exercising „leadership‟.
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Some Objections
Different audiences with whom we share our research and its results have different reactions. When presenting it at „mainstream‟ conferences or to management scholars that were trained in the „traditional research way‟, a
number of objections are made. For the purpose of this paper we have chosen to comment on the three objections that
we encounter most often. We label them 1.„but your results are not representative‟, 2.„what about objectivity?‟ and
3.„how can you ensure that your results are valid?‟. Our general conviction is that issues such as representativeness or
validity of results are, to speak with Dachler, only problematic “in the context of the realist epistemology. Within the
ontology of social constructionism, taken seriously in all its implications, these problems become mute” (1997, p.
718). As was noted earlier, the aim of social constructionism research is not to identify objective facts that can be replicated in any context. Nor does social constructionism claim to uncover „the truth‟. The concepts of objectivity, reliability, and validity are therefore inappropriate for evaluating the quality of social constructionist‟s research design
and results (e.g. Burr, 2003; Madill, Jordan & Shirley, 2000). Nevertheless, it seems important to address these issues
here since the objections are the result of the unfamiliarity with the interpretive paradigm and addressing them here
will hopefully foster the understanding of this research approach.
But your results are not representative!
Our sample size is – compared with statistical research – rather small. When confronted with this objection it
is important to explain that our research does not aim at representativeness or statistical, empirical generalizability in
the traditional sense but instead strives for theoretical generalizability, in the sense of revealing the „typical‟. To
achieve this, our sampling strategy is one of maximum variation (heterogeneity). Patton (2002, p. 234) puts forward
that “this strategy of purposeful sampling aims at capturing and describing the central themes that cut across a great
deal of variation”. The logic is that “any common patterns that emerge from great variation are of particular interest
and value in capturing the core experiences and central, shared dimensions of a setting or phenomenon” (2002, p.
235). In other words, if we grasp as much variety as possible in our sample but are nevertheless able to identify commonalities among all these individual variations, we can conclude that we have found something that is central to our
research topic. In our case, we have conducted twenty-six interviews with leaders who represent male as well as female managers, different hierarchical levels, and different age categories. They work in various organizational settings
and hence provide a great variety of different perspectives. Because we were able to find recurring and common topics
among all the variation, we assume that our results say something about leadership in Switzerland that may have relevance for a greater audience than just our interview partners.
What about objectivity?
As mentioned above, we do not believe that research results can be empirically „objective‟ since they are
necessarily a (re-)construction of how people experience their social reality. As a consequence, we believe that attention to transparency (i.e. how were the data collected and how were they analyzed) and traceability (i.e. the interpretation needs to be plausible and traceable) are more significant for interpretive research. Similarly, Burr (2003), Lincoln
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 2003), Madill et al. (2000) and Miles and Huberman (1994) have suggested alternative criteria to assess the scientific quality of qualitative research.
How can you ensure that your results are valid?
What we have said so far also applies to the quality criteria of validity: Because we are working under the interpretive paradigm, validity has a different meaning. Here, the results are valid when the data are analyzed from the
narrator‟s point of view (see above). This implies that we try to reduce the influence of our own concepts, schemata
and implicit theories when interpreting the interview. We address this challenge by being aware of the possibility that
our own topics and concerns can „intrude‟ the material, and by openly discussing and disclosing such dangers of intrusion. Also, we compare our interpretations with the ones of other group members ('communicative validation', see
Kvale, 1995) and, finally, ask the respondent to comment on our interpretation.
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In summary, there are legitimate arguments in favor of objections people might have against the use of qualitative research. But also against: to work qualitatively does not imply that there are no quality standards in qualitative research. To work from a constructivist epistemology does not imply that „anything goes‟. Qualitative research is
very demanding and before choosing it one should be aware of this and be convinced of the benefits. Otherwise, the
challenges and objections encountered by traditionalist scholars could lead to a relapse into a positivistic paradigm.
CASE 2: CEOS IN M&A
The second study used here as example (Fendt, 2005) observes how Chief Executives (CEOs) cope with the
multiple and often conflicting demands placed on them in a post-merger context. Such a study is complex and stochastic because it concerns real life business situations which involve a large number of interrelated variables, many of
which random. Also, it concern events that are relatively unique and irreproducible and that take place in a fastchanging context (Remenyi, Williams, Money, & Swartz, 1998).
The research included two major sources of field evidence. The researcher was herself a rare female CEO of
an important Swiss company and later of Swiss Expo, a fair cum exhibition that every generation mobilizes the entire
society to reflect upon itself and look into the future. In these capacities she became a mediated personality and had
daily contacts with the business elite of her region. She kept a detailed professional diary of these contacts and in a
first research loop distilled this data into seven ethnographic impressionist tales illustrating various facets of the mergers and acquisition game and its principal actors. This way she could use the rich data collected over many years of
active presence in the field on the rites, practices, power relationships, kinship patterns and, simply, ways of life of
CEOs. Based on this ethnographic excursion she wanted to pursue the research journey by interviewing a number of
the above actors more concretely. For this second research loop, a case study approach, combined with Grounded
Theory Method (GTM) was chosen for the following reasons:
“A case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple
sources of evidence are used (Yin, 1984)”. Eisenhardt (1989), too, recommends the case study method for
explorative, descriptive and explanatory questions, especially for new subject areas where theory is scarce
and where new content and a fresh perspective are sought. This described exactly the status and object of the
inquiry at hand.
GTM‟s central objective is stated to be theory building, rather than theory testing. Given the lack of a theoretical body on executive leadership and learning in transitional organizations, an inductive approach by
which theory would emerge from the experiential accounts of the executives themselves seemed appropriate
GTM gave clear guidelines both for the conduct of the research as well as for interpretation of evidence,
which offered some assurance to the researcher.
In this interpretivist method of inquiry discourses, gestures and actions are all stated to be considered primary
to the experience. This experiential research included observations of behavior. This was important as it was
expected that executives would not necessarily articulate all their experiences, thoughts and feelings. In consequence, GTM, which promised to allow for a wider range of evidence, was preferred over research methods that rely solely on descriptive accounts (e.g. phenomenology).
The strengths of this approach are said to lie in its depth of enquiry and its unimpaired interplay between
theory and empiry. It permits an understanding of the dynamics of particular situations and is claimed to lead,
by creative reframing, to new theoretical approaches that, due to their vicinity to empiry, represent as a rule
empirically valid hypotheses or theories (Eisenhardt, 1989). Weaknesses include the difficulty to generalize
results (McClintock, Brannon, & Maynard-Moody, 1979).
To avoid some of the described issues, a longitudinal, exploratory, multiple case study design with triangulation was chosen and the criteria of reliability and validity were observed in a systematic, documented approach
throughout the preparatory phase, evidence collection, evidence analysis and evaluation. Longitudinal, because the
temporality permits to observe phenomena throughout a variety of contextual situations and permits a more solid confirmation of their existence and a clearer understanding of their nature; exploratory, because situations are explored in
which the studied phenomena have “…no clear, single set of outcomes” (Yin, 1982) and multiple-case because it adds
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confidence to findings if a replication logic is followed (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Both literal replication logic (similar results to previous cases) and theoretical replication (contrasting results but for predictable reasons) were tested.
Reliability was addressed by a systematic documentation of the research process and by a longitudinal approach over
a period of over two years. Validity was addressed as construct validity by communicative validation in the shape of
respondent checking and member checking, and chains of proof. The „proposals of reality‟, which were gained from
the analysis were mirrored back to the interviewees and their feedbacks taken into account and incorporated into the
results. Furthermore, all analysis and interpretation data was given to a fellow doctoral student to ensure consistency
of interpretation and reduce subjectivity. Total coherence between the viewpoints of the interviewees and of the researcher was not sought, but the differences in interpretation were made visible to the reader. Internal validity was addressed with suitable analytical instruments and careful documentation of the process whilst external validity was
sought with replication (several case studies) and triangulation with the ethnographic observation.
Ten post-merger cases were chosen by theoretical sampling and described in terms of their nature, location,
M&A motives, post-merger status and the fieldwork conducted. The main research focus was on the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO). Each executive was interviewed twice, with a time interval of no less than 6 months between the two
formal, narrative interviews. To reduce subjectivity, one further member of CEO‟s management team was also interviewed, also twice with a time interval of no less than six months. The two-interview approach gave the study a longitudinal dimension, permitted to verify emerging concepts against possible changes in behavior over time due to learning, context or mood and allowed the researcher to „break the ice‟ and get very candid self-assessments from the subjects, including a glimpse into highly personal matters. This process resulted in a considerable mountain of data of 40
very long, narrative in-depth interviews with 20 top executives from 10 different companies, as well as detailed notes
from 117 formal meetings and several hundred informal encounters with leading executives of the ten case companies,
plus hundreds of notes from observational and documentary evidence, the author having gained good access to confidential corporate material. This data was then coded, iteratively abstracted, any theoretical significance explored and
contrasted with available theoretical frameworks, and subsequently developed into concepts and higher order categories and their respective characteristics and dimensions. These findings were in turn related to other factors that had
been identified as being important and memoed throughout the process, such as a number of socio-cultural conditions,
personal background conditions and current contextual conditions. Finally, the concepts and categories were incorporated into a theoretical framework.
What seemed like a fairly structured and systematic research approach posed considerable problems right
from the start and throughout the research process. The first problem had to do with the GTM recommendation to
bring no extant literature to the project before the field work so as not to start the field research with preconceived
ideas and bias, but only in a second step, as additional data, once the primary theoretical framework had emerged from
rigorous data collection and analysis (Glaser, 1978, 1992). For one, this was simply impossible since it was the extensive search for answers both in practice and theory that had given rise to the research intent in the first place! Also, the
call for a blank slate irritated the researcher, since, as described above, she had chosen this method for its interpretivist
capacity and, surely interpretation is likely to benefit from a large theoretical and practical baggage of the interpreter?
Fortunately, a more detailed study of qualitative methods had yielded that there was in fact not one GTM, but that
several mutants of the method had solidly implanted themselves in the qualitative research arena. Well beyond the
original and much-covered dispute of the two founders Glaser and Strauss, over theory “emergence vs. forcing”
(Locke, 2001), methodological variations on the theme of Grounded Theory had been developed and imposed themselves. So much so, that many grounded theory bibles did in fact recommend to begin the research with abundant prior
knowledge, including a literature overview, which, to avoid bias, is to be performed very widely and eclectically
(Charmaz, 2006; Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2002; Goulding, 2002; Locke, 2001; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
This approach was chosen here and resulted in a wide theoretical assessment condensed into some 150 tightly written
pages on the state-of-the-art, drawing from eight major fields of management theory and a dozen subfields. While it is
unclear if and how much this wide literature search did directly or indirectly serve the study but it certainly provided
the researcher with a solid eclectic knowledge base, a kind of „studium generale‟, from which to draw a number of interdisciplinary learnings when ping-ponging iteratively between data and literature in the later stages of the project.
A second irritation was caused by the severe and repeated imposition (in the literature) of neutrality, impartiality and dispassion on the researcher. How could the researcher possibly be dispassionate, when it was passion that
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had brought her to inquire into the subject in the first place? And how could she be neutral – she had just spent over
ten years living with the tribe of CEOs and observing them? And, if by some extraordinary effort such a state of neutrality were achieved, what good would it be? Would it not come at the price of abjuring to the rich experience the researcher could bring to the table? Again, the researcher wondered if she had indeed chosen a qualitative method, or if
GTM was, after all a quantitative wolf in a qualitative sheepskin. This problem was handled in that, rather than avoid
choices, the researcher decided to disclose them and thoroughly document the stance from which they were made. After all, to live is to choose: the sheer statement of the nature of the problem under investigation is a choice, and so are
the cases, the methods, the respondents, the interview questions and so on. To write anything is inevitably to include
or exclude, i.e. to be partial no matter how much one wishes to address or close off possibilities. Gadamer rejects the
idea of pure induction. For him, interpretation is to a certain extent a deduction from what Glaser and Strauss call,
with some disdain, „a priori assumptions‟ (1967, p. 6). Gadamer suggests taking the scholar seriously and capable of
intellectual probity: “after all, the researcher has made a decision that the research project is worth his or her while.
Meaning exists… at the beginning of any… research as well as at the end: as the choice of the theme to be investigated, the awakening of the desire to investigate, as the gaining of the new problematique” (Gadamer, 1972, p. 97).
What‟s more, it seemed that the credibility of social inquiry itself was challenged by this demand of selfeffacement. Is social constructionist inquiry not about the interpretation of meanings that we read into the encounters
and observations made? This problem was addressed by explaining in great detail the epistemological and ontological
stance from which the researcher would work and laying out in great detail the prior experience and knowledge she
brought to the study. At any moment, when interpretations were forwarded, these were immediately relativized and
complemented with a reminder regarding philosophical stance and background, so as to give the reader the possibility
to follow the researcher‟s reflection and abstraction process and adopt it or not. Other interpretations than the one forwarded as most plausible were also discussed. In the same vein, the complete methodological procedure was carefully
documented and detailed out step by step with bountiful procedural examples.
Still, some insecurity remained about how to deal with „spontaneous conclusions‟: In the encounters and interviews some interpretations were inevitably shaped and intermediary conclusions came to the foreground. In a morerigorous-than-thou effort to strictly adhere to the methodological prescription (probably typical of scholars that are
new to academic research and want to make sure to do it the “right way”) such early sense-making moments were at
first suppressed as the researcher subordinated herself scrupulously to the imposed coding and fracturing process.
Many of these early interpretations were memoed and consulted at later stages but much of it was lost in a sometimes
superhuman (one is tempted to say “inhuman”) self-effacing disciplinary effort, to go through the motions of the data
coding and fracturing procedure. This long and mind-deafening exercise did allow the researcher to eventually come
up with plausible concepts, categories and a theory. Yet, the feeling of comfort that the choice of GTM had somehow
promised did not install itself. On the contrary, certain questions would not go away, namely if, by opting for apparent
epistemic safety through the use of a highly structured procedure to the open field of qualitative inquiry some essential
findings had not been sacrificed. What if in an excessive preoccupation for procedure some of the value of the interview data had been displaced from the ends to the means? What would have been the understanding and interpretation
of the data at hand had a clear and plain narrative been chosen without the detour via some objectivizing procedural
alchemy? By subjecting herself to the unemotional fracturing and coding process the researcher had denied herself the
opportunity of simple understanding and interpretation, of direct validity and abandoned the original voice of both the
respondents and herself, thus renouncing Habermas‟ and Lyotard‟s (1983) privileged or ideal speech communities.
Despite intensive memoing doubts remained as to whether the enormous richness of the narrative situations, with their
long pauses, their embarrassed laughs, their irritated insistence, their intonations, the various language games, the
mess or order on the desks, etc. etc. had really been captured by the radical fragmentation and coding procedures applied.
In the same vein, the validation process whereby the data codification logic and coherence was to be discussed at several levels with a second non-involved academic (member checking) and with the interview partners
themselves (respondent checking), posed problems. How could somebody who was not there when the words were
spoken, make a reasonable judgment about whether a transcribed interview line was correctly summarized in a particular code? How had that line been spoken, how was it meant: in the first degree, ironically, hesitantly, with determination? What about the fact that the respondent turned away from the interviewer while he spoke these words – or
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smiled meaningfully? And, when asking the respondent, what would be verified? He had said something, which was
then transcribed and coded, but what about what he didn‟t say, and how he didn‟t say it, and perhaps said later, in other words? The researcher sometimes felt reluctant to forsake the control over the situational understanding and interpretation. It felt wrong to give the very strength of the method out of hand, to delegate it to some methodological
proxy. To say the least, these validation sessions provided the researcher and her dialogue partners with some lively
and inspiring debates…
Further questions that arose concerned the terminology of GTM, which seemed incoherent. A “theory” that
was “grounded” in the data would “emerge” or be “discovered”. All these terms implied that there was an objective,
underpinning truth laying somewhere in this mountain of data that was gathered. This seemed irritating given that the
method had set out to make qualitative inquiry legitimate, to stand and speak up for the validity of phenomenological,
interpretative and hermeneutic research. However carefully the research process would be documented, however
much the original data and the different abstraction levels would be checked back with members and respondents, the
results that emerged would still be constructed. It would be the constructed truth of the researcher and any other researcher going on the same journey was bound to “discover” another truth. And, if so, what was wrong with that?
Were these formulae and scientific-sounding, objectivizing terms simply a remnant of a time when qualitative inquiry
needed justification in a positivist-dominated environment – or did they stand for an epistemic inconsistency in the
method itself?
Regarding generalization, validation and limitations one could ask: how representative of top executive leadership are such journeys as this one? Such constructionist observations of just twenty distinct leaders in ten distinct
organizations during one particular window of time in these executives‟ and organization‟s life cycles? It could be
said that such research strictly concerns ten idiosyncratic companies and their CEOs, and can only be used to understand and/or be applied to those specific companies and situations the researcher was immerged in. But getting very
close to executives in specific organizations and moments is a means of making sense, of generalizing about some
leadership processes top executives get involved in and shape, and about basic operational and strategic leadership, rather than about all executives or all organizations as such. By observing some unique situations in particular companies and of particular actors, an attempt is made to bring out certain generalizations from these particularities (Watson,
1994, p. 7). In a sense, the uniqueness of the leadership situations and actors studied here is assumed to have a relevance to other unique leadership situations and top executives. It is a matter of, as Yin puts it, “generalizing theoretically, rather than empirically” (Yin, 1984). This is possible because of the “common characteristics that every human being possesses and of the subsequent involvement of all human beings in certain basic social and psychological
processes”(Watson, 1994, p. xiii). Underlying individual uniqueness and cultural differences there are processes whereby we all have to make sense of life, engage with others, shape identity, manage feelings and, eventually, come to
terms with our own transience. In these basic processes on how we manage our existence there are thus some continuities underlying the many variations observed. Moreover, the general and the particular can also be related because
of the “sociological and political-economic continuities, which run through the circumstances of managers generally:
the circumstances of advanced capitalism” (Watson, 1994, p. xiv). The executives observed and questioned were all
engaged in shaping work activities and furthering purposes that arise within the mechanisms of markets and profit
making inherent in German-speaking and increasingly global capitalism. They therefore experience similar pressures,
purposes and processes inherent in this particular way of organizing management and act within the same patterns of
power, ownership and distribution of wealth and advantage. Empirical generalization, however, is not possible. One
cannot say that because a particular executive acted in a particular way in the automotive industry in the year 1998,
that other executives, at other times, in other countries, would act the same way when they find themselves in similar
circumstances. But if a clear set of analytical principles and theoretical assumptions is applied to these various settings, one can generalize about the basic processual factors that are likely to come into play across these settings.
Such are some issues encountered in this taxing but enriching constructionist journey. The researcher wishes
to add that a truly exceptional doctoral advisor had accompanied her, but only once the research strategy had been
chosen and most of the data had been generated. Many of the doubts and self-doubts of general and epistemic nature
could probably have been alleviated had this partnership and guidance been possible from the onset. On the other
hand, had this been so, the researcher would never have read so many volumes on qualitative research nor probably
ever felt the need to make this modest contribution to the academic discussion of qualitative research methods.
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Table 1: Summary Of Problems With Current Leadership Research And Suggestions
Problem
Little progress in
leadership knowledge
Extant research
provides little useful to leadership
theorists and practitioners
Dominance of
quant. methods
(ad „prejudice‟)
„Qualitative‟ research, driven by
positivist understanding
(ad „pretense‟)
Insufficient exposure to and or support of students to
use alternative research methods
(ad „prejudice‟)

Critical question/comment
Despite abundant leadership research we still do not
understand leadership well (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2003)
Extant theories and models are not particularly useful to either theorists (Bryman, 2004; Cummings,
1981; Meindl, Ehrlich and Dukerich, 1985; Miner,
1975) or the practitioner confronted with leadership
problems
Most leadership research is quantitative in nature:
The self-administered questionnaire is the instrument
of choice (Bryman, 2004).
Most researchers follow a positivist epistemology,
even when using so-called qualitative methods. Leadership is mostly understood as following a reality
that exists “out there”, as an object, separate from the
researcher who observes it
PhD students are mostly trained in positivist research
methods (statistics) and are little exposed to alternatives. At least in continental Europe, students are often quite alone during conceptual phases. Rigid positivist procedural guidelines provide greater security
than text books on QR who claim QR to be an „art‟
or a „craft‟.
Exigencies of neu- If the very validity of qualitative inquiry is interpretrality, dispassion tation and understanding of the social world, why
tabula rasa apshould the researcher neutralize herself and be reproach, „blank
duced to the role of an accountant of a mechanistic
slate‟
procedure? Similarly, if the validity of qualitative in(ad „pride‟)
quiry is interpretation and understanding, why
should the researcher suppress her knowledge and
experience?
Mixed messages
Many qualitative methods offer a broad choice of
(ad „prejudice‟)
tools (e.g., realist, impressionist or confessional ethnographic tales), encouraging users to adopt any type
of epistemological stance.
Quality criteria,
There is still considerable pressure to justify qualitaValidation, gene- tive research methods/ results according to inapproralization
priate (normative) criteria. Certain normative valida(ad „pretense‟ and tion efforts may well falsify interpretive data instead
„prejudice‟)
of validating it
Difficulty to get
It is still difficult to get qualitative research past conqualitative reservative epistemological gatekeepers, be it journal
search published
editors, reviewers or conference committee mem(ad „prejudice‟)
bers, etc.

Suggestion/s
View leadership as process of social interaction;
adopt alternative (interpret.) methods with access to
contextual meaning
Adopt alternative (interpret.) methods targeted at understanding leadership from practitioner‟s viewpoint.
Work with complexity of „whole‟ situations, rather
than units of analysis

Cost/benefit question

Make sure method serves researcher, not vice versa.
Invest less time on coding and more on reflexivity.
QR must have space for interpretation. Document
thoroughly process of „thinking‟ and epistemological
stance. QR is time demanding and benefit (in terms
of publications, career) might not be as high as with
quantitative research. However, when the concern is
to generate relevant leadership knowledge and to
progress it seems to be a very relevant way.

The end may not justify the enormous means deployed in some research methods (e.g. GTM). Many
scholars may be deterred by the Herculean effort and
not adopt certain methods more than once in their
lifetime.
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Adopt alternative research methods, such as narrative interviews, participant observations.
Study qualitative research (QR) methods in detail,
understand the different stances and a adopt a social
constructionist epistemological stance

Introduce alternative methods early in management
studies and discuss their potential; advisor and candidate agree on an alternative method relative to
scholar‟s maturity and experience; Conferences
could provide Research design panels, in addition to
the research results panels.
Understand neutrality as ideal, not dogmatism; keep
open mind and willingness to trust in data; disclose
researcher‟s philosophical stance, prior experience,
etc.; use this experience in the interpretation process;
make the study reflect a point of view, as long as it is
clearly demarcated as such – and interesting and useful
Decide for one epistemology and stick with it. Be as
clear and transparent as possible to the reader.

Use criteria appropriate for QR (e.g. usefulness, relevance, coherence, credibility instead of validity,
objectivity, etc.); use member and respondent checking for personal interpellation and interpolation
Reviewers should only review manuscripts within
their area of expertise (also research expertise); more
formal appeal procedures should be provided and authors should make use of them
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CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed some epistemological incoherences that we tentatively rooted in rationales of pretense, pride, and prejudice that may pervade among the scientific community regarding the adoption of qualitative research – especially in the leadership field. By reporting two examples of „genuine‟ qualitative research we addressed
possible research issues and dilemmas that researchers might face when embarking upon a social constructionist research journey. Table 1 summarizes the main issues addressed and our related suggestions how one could deal with
them.
We close with some remarks concerning the benefits of qualitative research methods as well as some suggestions on how qualitative research could emancipate itself to overcome the „hegemony‟ of positivist research and,
hopefully, make leadership and management research richer and possibly more meaningful. The question we try to
answer is: What could foster the adoption of an alternative epistemological perspective and lead to more interpretive
research?
We believe that a first step toward overcoming current limits would be to envisage that what we consider to
be „good‟ research and „true‟ epistemology, may also just be socially constructed. This „demystification‟ would enable
a questioning of the status quo and the consideration of alternatives. For this, reflexivity is a decisive means (e.g. Alvesson & Skøldberg, 2000; Burr, 2003; Cassell & Symon, 2004; Flick, 1998; Gomm, 2004; Gouldner, 1970; Lincoln
& Guba, 2003; O'Neill, 1972; Patton, 2002; Schön, 1982). Reflexivity does not only encompass the critical review of
the research practice‟s epistemological foundations but also the questioning of knowledge-producing and knowledgesustaining institutions.
Concerning the gate keeping-function of editors and reviewers, we support Bedeian‟s (2004) suggestions that
reviewers should only review manuscripts that are within their area of expertise. In other words, only if they are familiar with qualitative research should they agree to review a qualitative research paper. Furthermore, „letters to the editor‟ as well as „author replies‟ should be published more often (as it is already done by the American Psychologist or
the American Sociological Review). This would provide a forum for authors to further develop and, if necessary, correct misleading or erroneous knowledge claims. Moreover, a formal appeal procedure should be provided for authors
who believe that a manuscript has been improperly reviewed. Bedeian (2004, p. 213) cites Simon et al (Simon, Bakanic, & McPhail, 1986) who report that 13% of authors asking for reconsideration (in the American Sociological Review) were subsequently published.
With respect to the (inappropriate) choice of quality criteria, we purport that the establishment of criteria
against which the quality of research design and results can be judged adequately needs to be further advanced. Some
authors have already made a start. For example, Madill et al (Madill, Jordan, & Shirley, 2000) argue that different criteria are necessary for different epistemological positions. Lincoln and Guba (Lincoln & Guba, 1986) take up the issue
of „rigor‟ from various epistemological stances as they go about generating criteria especially suited for constructivist
inquiry: “They suggest „credibility as an analog to internal validity, transferability as an analog to external validity,
dependability as an analog to reliability, and confirmability as an analog to objectivity‟” (cited in Patton, 2002, p.
564). Miles and Huberman propose similar alternative quality criteria to validity and reliability for interpretivist research (Flick, 1998, p. 238; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Further proposed criteria found in the literature include the research approach‟s/results‟ usefulness, relevance, impact and importance; internal coherence, commitment, rigor and
transparency of analysis; trustworthiness, authenticity, inter-subjective traceability as well as sensitivity to context
(e.g. Burr, 2003; Cassell & Symon, 2004; Madill, Jordan, & Shirley, 2000; Patton, 2002; Steinke, 1999). However, as
of today none of these criteria have yet received the legitimacy, as have the „conventional‟ criteria in the positivist paradigm.
Furthermore, researchers and especially PhD students need to be exposed to different research methods and
epistemological positions. For this, edited volumes and journal articles that present alternative research methods are an
important source of legitimacy. They offer the interested researcher the confidence to work according to accepted academic standards and a credible source for citations (Cassell & Symon, 2004). PhD students are a particularly important target group. Not only will they be particularly involved in actively producing new knowledge, they are also, per62
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haps, more flexible and open for challenging thoughts than researchers who have been practicing the same kind of research for decades. However, the adoption of alternative approaches is endangered by dissertation committees that
will not see the value of such approaches (e.g. Patton, 2002), by the time-intensive and complex nature of qualitative
research (Conger, 1998) and by journals that might not be willing to publish qualitative findings thus putting the
young researchers‟ careers at a considerable risk. However, besides journals like Organization Studies, Organization
and Organization Research Methods who already have a strong commitment to qualitative research methods, even
journals with a more conservative reputation such as The Academy of Management Journal have recently acknowledged the value of qualitative research and have stated that “qualitative research is very welcome at AMJ” (Rynes,
2005, p. 13). To implement this statement they have increased the number of board members who are conducting qualitative research and have modified their mission statement. It remains to be seen whether and how quickly the journal
and its suppliers will make use of these opportunities and whether the journal‟s openness to qualitative research also
refers to research that adopts an alternative epistemological viewpoint.
Finally, to change the standard of research methods necessitates inter alia the questioning of taken-forgranted epistemological assumptions and an open-mindedness vis-à-vis – as well as tolerance for – unfamiliar research methods. We are aware of the fact that to diverge from familiar patterns of thinking and doing (e.g. research) is
a great challenge (that we have experienced ourselves). But still, to promote more inductive, qualitative research is
worth trying – not only because it is an intellectually deeply satisfactory reflexive process, but also because the inquiry into some research areas, namely into the area of leadership, cannot be sufficiently given credit to with mechanistic research methods. And the prospects of closely observing unique moments of leadership (as, e. g. in the seminal
work of Watson, 1994) and thus advancing the understanding of this the wide and important field through the adoption of interpretive research are gratifying and promising at the same time.
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END NOTES
i

Even though the focus in this paper is on leadership research, our arguments may also apply to other areas of management and organizational research, where meaning making of social interaction is sought.
ii
Some scholars distinguish between constructionism and constructivism. The terminology is however far from consistent (c.f.
Crotty (1998) and Ryle (1949) for a discussion on the misapplication of epistemological terms). Gergen (1994) and Burr (2003)
speak of social constructionists and psychological constructivists. Crotty proposes that constructivism be used for epistemological
considerations focusing on the: “…meaning-making activity of the individual mind”, and constructionism be used where the focus
includes the “…collective generation (and transmission) of meaning” (1998, p. 58). In coherence with this, the terms „constructionist‟ and „social constructionism‟ are used in this study to accentuate the focus on the social phenomena of leadership.
iii
Gergen (1995) speaks in this context of „presumption of human relatedness‟.
iv
Boos and Heitger (1996) formulate this as follows: “What is real is already a decision”.
v
Cybernetics (e.g. Heylighen & Joslyn, 2001; von Foerster, 1995; Zimmer, 2001) is the discipline that studies the abstract principles of organisation in complex systems. Cybernetic reasoning is inherently transdisciplinary and can be applied to understand,
model and design systems of any kind: physical, technical, biological, ecological, social, psychological or any combination thereof.
Whilst cybernetics is interested in the similarities between living systems and machines, Second-order cybernetics emphasises
autonomy, self-organisation and cognition and especially the role of the observer in modelling a system. The observer, inseparable
from the system, is also a cybernetic system trying to construct a model of another cybernetic system. To understand this process, a
‟cybernetics of cybernetics‟ was needed: second-order cybernetics.
vi
cf. e.g. the large body of work by the Chilean biologists Maturana and Varela (1992) usually referred to collectively as „autopoietic theory‟. At the heart of their work lies the description of a process called “autopoiesis”, which is concerned with the dynamics
of living systems. Rather than enumerating features of living systems in order to define „life‟, Maturana and Varela wanted to capture the invariant feature of living systems around which natural selection operates. His goal was to retain the autonomy of living
systems as a central feature, without recourse to referential concepts such as „function‟ or „purpose‟. Since this body of knowledge
contains significant new perspectives on such concepts as behaviour and observation, it is easy to understand why this theory appealed to many other academic disciplines.
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